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Managing Distributed Statistical Data in the Semantic Web

Sebastian Bayerl1

Abstract: The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary is the W3C recommendation for publishing multi-
dimensional statistical data in a semantic web format. A large and growing number of such data
cubes is already available in the linked data cloud, but the data is distributed and isolated in many
remote repositories. Having access to the data, applications can now be developed to explore and use
it. To handle and correlate the distributed cubes, a process is necessary to merge them. This research
aims at developing a homogeneous management process for such cubes reaching from creation to
visualization. The focus is put on the merging of RDF data cubes. In order to access and integrate
the distributed cubes, a suitable ranking and discovery mechanism is needed. Therefore, a similarity
measure for cubes must be developed.
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1 Motivation

The linked data cloud2 offers open access to a vast amount of information. Here, compa-

nies, governments and research institutions publish various datasets, like ®nancial statis-

tics or historical data. The core idea of this semantic web is to publish and link different

datasets using specialized vocabularies to later gain new insights from the data. The re-

source description framework (RDF) [WLC14] should be used for the datasets and to

connect the data, but there are also lots of datasets available as comma separated values

(CSV). The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary [CR14] is the W3C recommended data format

for statistical linked data. It is mainly used to publish statistical datasets to the linked data

cloud. The cube vocabulary de®nes a multi-dimensional data cube, which reproduces a

data structure - known from traditional Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), namely the

OLAP cube [CD97].

This research project targets the management of RDF data cubes in the semantic web to

enable an integrated view on the currently distributed and heterogeneous cubes. Hereby,

the schema mapping and the data fusion problem must be tackled, which is stated as one

of the fundamental research questions for linked data [BHBL09].

Therefore, a homogeneous management process for RDF data cubes will be developed.

This process focuses on the discovery and the merging of distributed data cubes, while

taking the semantic nature of the datasets into account.
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2 Problem Setting

The process of managing data cubes can be divided into a sequence of tasks, which are

shown in Figure 1. This process is based on the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary to employ a

homogeneous data structure for statistical data that fosters semantic properties like inter-

linked and disambiguated concepts. These properties are an additional value that is mostly

not available in traditional data warehousing. This enables new functionality in all steps of

the managing process, like the semantic comparison of data.
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Fig. 1: RDF Data Cube Management Process

To open up this process for other data formats a cube generation step is necessary. Hereby,

e.g. HTML tables or CSV documents are converted to RDF data cubes. Consequently, the

following process can be used with statistical data that is initially not in the RDF data cube

format. In order to ®nd and access relevant cubes for the current use case, a suitable cube

discovery mechanism is needed. Therefore, decentralized and remote repositories must be

searched. Also a suitable similarity measures for cubes must be developed to be able to

order cubes based on their content or structure.
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Fig. 2: Cube merging example

Cube merging is the central problem setting while managing data cubes. The main goal

of cube merging is to integrate multiple isolated and potentially distributed cubes into

a single dataset. Hereby, the validity of the structure and the data must be traced and

maintained by ®nding suitable transformations. The merging process therefore produces

an integrated view on a set of cubes. Figure 2 shows the simpli®ed and abstract concept of

the cube merging problem. Cube C3 contains all information from C1 and C2. To do so, it

is necessary to introduce the column Tree with the default value Pine in cube C2. Similar to

traditional data warehousing processes, OLAP operations like roll-up or slicing can now

be performed on the integrated data cubes. This cube analytics process must ef®ciently

enable the application of these operations. Visualizing the cubes can help to understand

the integrated data and to draw new conclusions from it.

3 Approach

Figure 3 shows, how the different steps of the cube management process can be ap-

proached. In the following, these steps will be introduced in more detail.
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Fig. 3: Detailed Cube Management Process

The main problem of converting statistical data into cubes lies within the normalization

of the potentially complex structured data to a homogeneous structure. HTML tables for

example are designed to be human-readable but do not reassemble the standardized multi-

dimensional data cubes. A simple row-by-row based conversion approach is not suf®cient

and therefore, the complex structured tables must be validated, modi®ed and transformed,

while preserving the meaning of the data. Also, the data values must be disambiguated

and interlinked with the linked data cloud to enable the semantic features of the following

process. This approach is already implemented and published for a subset of the German

Reich Statistics dataset [BG15b].

Cube discovery can be approached as an information retrieval problem, because selecting

an appropriately ordered list from all available cubes satis®es an information need. Hereby,

syntactic and semantic properties of the cubes can be considered to develop similarity

measures for cubes. Currently, measures based on string similarity, concept equality, hi-

erarchical relatedness and semantic similarity are considered good candidates to compare

the structure of the cubes. Therefore, a graph-based shortest-path algorithm that utilizes

the DBpedia category dataset3 and a Word2Vec [Mi13] model will be implemented. This

research will show if these measures or a combination of them are suitable to carry out the

discovery process.

To be able to apply the merging process to cubes using the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary,

it is necessary to analyze their structure and content to determine the properties of the

resulting cube. An iterative process is used to adapt the structure of the cubes until a

bijective mapping of the components can be found. This process tackles the following

essential problems:

3 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/services-resources/datasets/dbpedia-datasets
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1. Modify the structure of the input cubes to ®t the structure of the resulting cube

(Integration on schema level).

2. Detect and handle duplicate observations and therefore maintain the global key in-

tegrity. This makes it necessary to develop an update strategy (Integration on in-

stance level).

Beside other metadata about the process, the provenance information is stored with the

resulting cube to track modi®cation of the data and to ensure data quality. See [BG15a] for

more information on this topic.

Fig. 4: Cube Visualization GUI

Cube analytics is the last step in the cube management process. A graphical user interface

was implemented to visualize the (integrated) data cubes, shown in ®gure 4. It enables

basic OLAP operations to manually browse and aggregate the data, using a 3D-rendered

model.

4 Related Work

The presented process is similar to traditional Data Warehousing in various aspects. On the

one hand, both deal with the problems of cleaning, transforming, merging and aggregating

data [Le03]. On the other hand, handling RDF-based and interlinked open data from the

linked data cloud yields advantages and new challenges, like semantic hierarchies and

similarities.

There is work describing the process of converting statistical data into RDF data cubes.

The CSV2DataCube tool converts CSV ®les [Sa12] and the Data Extractor is able to

handle HTML and tables, extracted from PDF documents [St12]. These approaches allow

basic restructuring, but complex structural modi®cations cannot be applied to the data.
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Multidimensional hierarchical spaces are an essential part in OLAP processes. They are

employed for data aggregation, but can also be used to de®ne similarity measures for mul-

tidimensional data [BRV11]. Here, the similarity of cubes is computed by utilizing the

distances of the cube facts according to the appropriate hierarchies. This approach handles

OLAP cubes, but does not consider the speci®c properties of the RDF Data Cube Vocabu-

lary. Several approaches to determine the similarity of words or linked data concepts have

been presented in literature. An extensive description of semantic measures can be found

in [Ha13]. Here, general de®nitions, the basics and a comprehensive classi®cation can

be found. The author of [Re99] describes the semantic similarity in a taxonomy in great

detail. The survey [EAM14] compares state-of-the-art semantic similarity measures.

The authors of [KSH14] propose an approach to integrate RDF Data Cubes into a global

cube based on the Drill-Across operation [ASS02]. If correct mappings for the contained

cubes are known, merging and querying operations are possible. The reuse phase of the

OpenCube lifecycle [Ka14] proposes approaches, how RDF data cubes can be handled.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a management process for RDF data cubes. This process can be di-

vided into the independent sub-steps creation, discovery, merging and analytics. First re-

sults regarding cube creation and cube merging are already published [BG15b, BG15a].

Therefore, research prototypes have been implemented and evaluated. Currently, sophisti-

cated similarity measures for cubes are developed to replace a naive approach, connecting

the pool of available cubes with the merging process. This will show, which syntactic or

semantic properties of RDF Data Cubes can be reasonably used for cube discovery. This

will enable the comparison and ranking of data cubes.
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